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On Thursday 20 August opens the DFF Awards exhibition at the Exhibition Centre WeeGee in Tapiola, Espoo. In 

this exhibition, all the awardees of Design Forum Finland – receivers of its design prizes in 2020 – are gathered 

together: the awarded companies of Fennia Prize 20, the receiver of the Kaj Franck Design Prize, Ilkka Suppa-

nen, and the Young Designer of the Year, Matias Liimatainen.

Well-executed design is worth noticing and rewarding! The makers of design – designers and manufacturers – 

gain publicity for their efforts and competence and set good examples to others, while the users of design, such 

as exhibition visitors, learn to recognize good design and ask for it in products and services.

The operations of Design Forum Finland include design prizes and, through them, showcasing design to the pub-

lic. Now, for the first time ever, the prizes have been gathered together to an exhibition Design Forum Finland 
Awards, which scans both the work of two individual designers and the ways fifteen companies and organiza-

tions strategically use design in their operations.

Fennia Prize is a design competition for companies and organizations. In 2020, the criteria to receive an award 

included varying ways to utilize design: there are functioning products, customer-oriented services and new 

kinds of business concepts. In 2020, these included the city guiding concept of the City of Turku, the new light 

motorcycle of RideCake and the coding school Hive Helsinki, among others. The Legal Design concept, renew-

ing legal services, brought Dottir Attorneys the Fennia Prize Grand Prix. The exhibition presents all the prod-

ucts, services and concepts, which brought the award to organizations, demonstrating also how design is used 

in their business operations.

The work of two very different designers is on show in the Wirkkala Room of the WeeGee House. Interior archi-

tect, designer Ilkka Suppanen received the Kaj Franck Design Prize for his life's work. His production is refined, 

light and elegant. The exhibition shows furniture, luminaires, serial glass and glass art from Suppanen's long 

and versatile career. The other designer on show, ceramic artist Matias Liimatainen – Young Designer of the 

Year – showcases his rich, unexpected works between art and design; original and surprising sculptural figures, 

jewellery and light fixtures.



THE PRIZE IS AWARDED BY

IN COOPERATION

DFF Awards is a part of Helsinki Design Week's and Espoo Day's programme and the entrance is free of charge. 

Due to the corona virus, there are no press events or opening festivals.

Design Forum Finland Awards brings together Design Forum Finland’s design prizes: Fennia Prize, Kaj Franck De-

sign Prize, Young Designer of the Year, and Estlander Prize. The Fennia Prize design competition is arranged by 

Design Forum Finland, Fennia Group, Elo and the Finnish Patent and Registration Office. The main partner of the 

Kaj Franck Design Prize is the Finnish Fair Foundation. Design Forum Finland’s awards are intended for reinforcing 

the competitiveness of companies and showcasing the best Finnish design competence.

 

 

DFF Awards  

20 August – 6 September 2020

Exhibition Centre WeeGee 

Ahertajantie 5, Espoo

Tue, Sat, Sun 11am–5pm 

Wed–Fri 11am–7pm 

Mon closed, free entrance

 

More information:
Design Forum Finland, Communications Specialist Anne Veinola

anne.veinola@designforum.fi, +358 (0)40 548 6407

https://www.designforum.fi/en/event/design-forum-finland-awards
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https://www.designforum.fi/en/media/
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